PERIODONTAL PROBES

Probes are used to measure periodontal pocket depth in millimeter increments. All Nordent Probe tips are made from spring-tempered stainless steel and machine ground to exacting tolerances. The millimeter measurements are precisely cut into the Probe tips. Color-coding is applied to probes under extreme temperatures so that the color penetrates the surface of the tip. Probe tips undergo additional tight-tolerance grinding to achieve the desired readability for each marking. All tips are then hand-formed into their final shape by expert craftsmen.

Single End

N12
Color-Coded University of North Carolina Screening Probe 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12 mm markings.
Handle Selection: CEPCN12 (shown)  REPCN12  PCN12

N15
Color-Coded University of North Carolina Screening Probe 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15 mm markings.
Handle Selection: CEPCN15 (shown)  REPCN15  PCN15

WHO
Color-Coded “PSR” Ball Tip Screening Probe 3.5-5.5-8.5.11.5 mm markings.
Handle Selection: CEPCWHO (shown)  REPCWHO  PCWHO

N22
Color-Coded Probe 2-4-6-8-10-12 mm markings.
Handle Selection: CEPCN22 (shown)  REPCN22  PCN22

N33
Color-Coded Probe 3-6-9-12 mm markings.
Handle Selection: CEPCN33 (shown)  REPCN33  PCN33

N8-11
Color-Coded Probe 3-6-8-11 mm markings.
Handle Selection: CEPCN8-11 (shown)  REPCN8-11  PCN8-11
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Single End

W
Non-Color-Coded Williams Probe 1-2-3-5-7-8-9-10 mm markings.

Handle Selection: ◀ CEPW (shown) ○ REPW ● PW

OW
Color-Coded Williams Probe 1-2-3-5-7-8-9-10 mm markings.

Handle Selection: ◀ CEPCOW (shown) ○ REPCOW ● PCOW

Double End

GF-W
Non-Color-Coded Goldman Fox (flat) - Williams (round) Probe 1-2-3-5-7-8-9-10 mm markings both tips.

Handle Selection: ◀ CEPCGF-W (shown) ○ REPCGF-W ● PCGF-W

GF-W
Color-Coded Goldman Fox (flat) - Williams (round) Probe 1-2-3-5-7-8-9-10 mm markings both tips.

Handle Selection: ◀ CEPCGF-OW (shown) ○ REPCGF-OW ● PCGF-OW

N116
Color-Coded Williams Offset Probe 1-2-3-5-7-8-9-10 mm markings. “Mirror Image” shanks are curved 25° to allow access to posterior areas.

Handle Selection: ◀ CEPCN116 (shown) ○ REPCN116 ● PCN116

N136
Color-Coded Offset Probe 3-6-9-12 mm markings. “Mirror Image” shanks are curved 25° to allow access to posterior areas.

Handle Selection: ◀ CEPCN136 (shown) ○ REPCN136 ● PCN136
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Double End – Bifurcation

NAB2
Color-Coded Nabors Furcation Probe 3-6-9-12 mm markings.

Handle Selection:  ○ CEPCNAB2 (shown)  ○ REPCNAB2  ● PCNAB2

NAB2
Non-Color-Coded Nabors Furcation Probe no markings.

Handle Selection:  ○ CEPCNAB2 (shown)  ○ REPNAB2  ● PNAB2

DRESSING PLIERS
All Nordent Dressing Pliers are manufactured in Germany and hardened to assure proper tip alignment and maximum durability.

DP1
Non-Locking College Pliers #1 (6” / 150 mm) Serrated Tips with a “stop pin” design to prevent finger puncture.

DP2
Locking College Pliers #2 (6” / 150 mm) Serrated Tips.

DP3
Locking Endodontic Pliers #3 with Grooved Tips (6” / 150 mm).

DP4
Non-Locking Perry Pliers #4 (5” / 125 mm) Serrated Tips.